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Rounds 3 and 4 round up  

 

As it has been a busy few weekends with round 3 and 4 being 

back to back I now have a 3 week break until round 5 at 

Knockhill.  

 

So I will start with round 3 from Brands Hatch.  

 

Brands Hatch, it was set to be a great weekend with beautiful 

weather. This time we were on the Indy circuit so it is around a 47 

second lap time for my class, so a short a lap but it is one track 

that is hard to find time on.  

 

Free Practice- the plan like 

always in free practice was 

to go out and get my head 

up to speed, then once I 

was comfortable I focused 

on what the bike was doing 

and where it needed 

improving. So nothing 

major in this session and I ended up 12th.  

 

Qualifying- with some good changes made I was all set and 

raring to go for qualifying 1. I was straight out and did some laps 

and felt the bike needed just a few very minor tweaks. When I say 

tweaks I mean things like, just one 

turn of preload on the front or just 

one click of compression. So after 

we made some changes the bike 

felt good so it was time to bang in 

a quick l ap. After stringing 

together some good laps I ended 

the session in 3rd. So this was a 

good start to the weekend for us 

with a provisional front row. 

Qualifying 2- after a post qualifying 
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debrief we decided to make a few more changes for this session. 

Initially the bike felt good, around halfway through the session I 

came in for a new rear tyre and this meant now I had to bang in 

my best lap time. For the last 12 minutes I pushed hard the go 

faster but I couldn’t quite beat my lap time from the first 

qualifying which left me in 10th, so I was disappointed with this 

and I was prepared to get my elbows out in the race.  

 

Race- with a lightening start 

as always it was red 

flagged after two laps. So I 

got great start in the re run 

and was picking my way 

through. With some good 

opening laps I was feeling 

good and got down to a 

47.8 which was 2 tenth 

faster than my qualifying 

time so this was a positive start to the race. As the race 

progressed I was in a battle for 7th, on the last lap last corner I 

made the pass for 7th but I just got piped on the drag to the line 

to finish 8th. This was not the result I wanted but after qualifying I 

had a hard task to salvage a top 5 result. So we will learn from this 

and build on it.  

 

Round 4 Donington Park WSBK  

 

So we headed in to this weekend hoping 

to make amends from Brands and have 

a good weekend. As we were supporting 

World Superbikes track time was very 

limited. We only had one free practice, 

one qualifying and a race.  

 

Free Practice- Donington is very 

enjoyable circuit to ride so I was looking 

forward to the weekend. With 30 minutes 

to get up to speed and get a feel for it I 

got as many laps as I could. In this session 

I didn’t put in any really good laps as I 

was paying more attention to what the 

bike was doing and how it could be 

improved for qualifying. So we ended the 
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session in 7th which wasn’t bad considering I wasn’t pushing 100%.  

 

Qualifying- with some good changes to the bike made I was 

feeling good for this session. I had 45 minutes for this qualifying so I 

treated the first half as some more practice. So at the midpoint I 

had some new tyres fitted so then I had to go and produce the 

goods and put a good lap in. with 10 minutes left of the session I 

put in my best lap of a 1:34:1 which put me 2nd, after that lap I 

didn’t go any faster for the rest of the session. I was 2nd right up 

until the last few seconds of the session where I dropped to 3rd. 

However, a good session and my second front row start of the 

year was great and I was in a good position for the race.  

 

Race- so I was all set for 

the race and aiming for 

the podium. I got a 

great start and was in 

2nd in to turn 1. At the 

end of lap 1 I was in 3rd 

and the safety car 

came out for 2 laps. For 

the opening laps I was 

battling for 3rd and 4th 

but as the race 

progressed I found I 

was struggling to get the bike turned and get on the power down  

out the turns. This was hard as I felt I was fighting the bike and 

couldn’t quite get through the turns how I wanted and how I 

wanted in qualifying. I finished the race in 6th which isn’t too bad 

but I was hoping for a podium. I am still 3rd in the championship 

which is good and hoping for a good weekend at Knockhill in a 

few weeks. After a de brief we have a good strategy for the next 

round to help my race pace so looking forward to Round 5.  

 

I would just like to say a massive thanks to all my sponsors and the 

CPE Motorsport team. 
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